Political Islam
Part 10—Ethics

Adopted From Dr. Bill Warner’s Books

We have already touched on the topic of ethics all through this study. lt is clear that Western
thought and our ethics differ drastically from lslamic thought processes and ethics. The two are
incompatible cannot coexist together. Again, we find a duality. There is one set of rules for Muslims
and another different set for kafirs. While Muslims have high standards for how they treat other Muslims
(a 10 commandment type system), the kafir can be robbed, beaten, raped even murdered. There are no
rules for how to treat kafir.
Western or Judeo-Christian ethics is primarily based on the GOLDEN RULE ---treat others as
you would want to be treated. No duality, no difference regardless of race, sex, religion or ethnicity. This
is where concepts of fairness and equality are derived. When we do not apply the Golden Rule we focus
only our own needs (selfishness) it leads to hurting and harming others. lslam does NOT follow the
Golden Rule. There is a DUALITY . There is a set of rules for the Muslim and another set of rules for the
kafir.
This dualism, as stated before, enables the Muslim to take both sides of many issues depending
on what serves his best interest at the time. He can say that he honors women and yet it is permissible if
he beats a woman. There is no concept of right and wrong, only permissible and forbidden. Basically,
anything not forbidden is automatically permissible. There is not a absolute set of rules. lt is basically
based on what Mohammed did.
Then there is the deception of duality. Muslims can say they are a religion of peace. Yet, they will
allow the beating, raping, and even murder of the kafir. Because when kafir are totally dominated they are
at peace. lf the kafir dies, they are at peace. Also, they can say they honor and protect women because
submission by beating is the honorable place for women. lt is highly twisted and deceptive. lt is
incompatible with our system of truth, equality and fairness.
I stated above that these two systems are incompatible and there is a REAL DANGER in the
European nations bringing in so many Muslims (mostly younger men). They will NOT acclimate. They will
want to replace the current European laws and culture with their culture and sharia law. Likewise, in
America the Obama administration has brought in (some estimate) a million or more Muslims into our
country. He has used the cover and guise of “poor refugees” to bring them in. But, it is mainly the
CHRISTIANS in the Middle East area that are being persecuted and forced to flee. Yet, less than 1%
of the refugees coming in are Christians.
And why relocate tens of thousands of miles away in a foreign land with a foreign language and
drastically different culture. Wouldn't it make much more sense to relocate them in lands that are
currently compatible with their way of life in the surrounding area? Guess what? They don’t want them.
So, I personally feel it is intentional. l'll even be bolder. We have had a Muslim president practicing jihad.
He can lie to us kafir and even to say he is a Christian and sadly foolish Christians and the Washington
Post believe this.

A Word about Jihad-- You see a jihadist is not just the guy blowing up stuff. Some Jihadists raise
money for jihad while others use their position to influence and logistically work jihad. So that peaceful
Islam neighbor (for now until you are outnumbered) is sending his tithe back to buy jihad stuff.
Now here is the real rub on incompatibility. We are kafir. A Muslim cannot be friends with kafir
UNLESS it forwards the cause of Allah. lt is wrong for a Muslim to lie UNLESS it is to the kafir. lt is
wrong for a Muslim to rape UNLESS it is kafir. It is wrong to kill children and women UNLESS it is kafir
women and children because as Mohammed said it is okay because "they are from them" (his reference
to "them" is us kafir). Our Muslim friends can swear in court on the Bible or even the Koran and lie to us
because we are kafir. Our Muslim neighbor can look us dead in the eye and lie or steal because we are
kafir. So, how can a system based on the 10 commandments for conduct toward all, no matter who you
are, be compatible with a system that allows you to break all the 10 commandments with certain others,
the kafir. Their goal is to subjugate or kill kafir, period. No exceptions.
That brings me to taquiyya (tah-key-ah). This is an important concept/method in . Remember it is
wrong for a Muslim to lie----to other Muslims. But when a Muslim lies to kafir to advance the cause of
Allah it is especially smiled upon and rewarded by Allah. lt is very pragmatic. This lying/deceiving kafir to
advance the cause of Allah AND to PROTECT the lslam community is called taquiyya (16:106 Koran).
Muslims are forbidden to have kafir as friends or even wish kafir goodwill UNLESS it is for Jihad to
promote Allah. You see infiltrating/invading Muslims may not be in a numerical position to subjugate. So
they practice taquiyya until they are sufficient in numbers and authority to take over, then they subjugate.
It is the strategy of laying low until you are in a position to strike. They have been doing this to
nations for over a thousand years. lt is exactly what is happening in European nations now due to foolish,
ignorant leaders who are bringing them in with welcome arms. The Muslims are laughing behind our
backs because we are helping them infiltrate on taxpayers dimes! ln our society we say innocent until
proven guilty. That will NOT work with lslam. Because we will not know they are guilty until we are
subjugated or dead. This is the danger. Maybe your fellow Muslim worker or neighbor is a jihadist or
maybe they are not. Very few, if any, are not. We honestly have to assume they are guilty until proven
innocent and I am not sure how you do prove guilty unless they confess since lying under oath is
permitted when dealing with us Kafir.
A Word about the Koran-- There are two Mohammeds and two Korans, There is the Mecca
Mohammed and Koran (religious) and there is the Medina Mohammed and Koran (political). ln the former,
you have a religious movement with an evangelist Mohammed. ln the later you have a warrior
Mohammed and Koran to coerce, torture and jihad. After all, if you can't convert them through preaching
then just threaten to kill them to get your conversions up.
The Koran and the Bible are not COMPATIBLE ! There is a totally different emphasis. For
instance, we know that Noah preached for people to turn back to God and when they did not God judged
the earth with a flood but saved Noah and his family because they were believers. While many such
characters are in ln the Koran they spin it differently like so. Noah was a prophet of Allah trying to
convince people he was prophet of Allah and when they did not believe him, Allah brought the Flood.
Also, we know that God raised up Moses to lead the Jews out of Egypt and he did many miracles
to make that happen, But, in the Koran, Moses did miracles to prove to Pharaoh that he was a prophet of

Allah. Likewise, Jesus was a prophet of Allah. The miracles that he did was to convince people he was a
prophet of Allah. He did NOT die on the Cross. He did NOT resurrect or ascend. He is NOT God!
Early on there were so many versions and variations of the Koran that was causing problems so
the 3rd Caliph, UTHMAN, put everyone under severe penalty unless they turned in their copy of the
Koran to him. Then they made one authorized copy and burned the rest. lnterestingly, Christians are
always looking for earlier manuscripts to show accuracy. Uthman made his own translation and burned all
the earlier copies. They point to any variations/translations of the Bible and accuse it of being corrupted.
Very little of the Koran deals with how to be a Muslim, most deals with how to treat kafir. So, the
main emphasis of the Koran is first telling us that Mohammed is the prophet of Allah and copy his life and
also how to wage jihad on kafir. One interesting contradiction is that the Koran claims to be universal.
Yet, imams will tell us you cannot understand it except in the original Arabic and ironically most cannot
speak or read ancient Arabic.
Conclusions-- First comes Mecca. The religious "cover" that says you have your religion so let
me have mine. Then comes Medina and jihad and you must submit or be harmed. You cannot just jump
up and say lslam is violent because on the surface it appears extremely peaceful. That charge will not
stick. Hence, Chrislam sees only Mecca it does not see Medina. And so, Taquiyyah is a powerful tool of
duality and jihad because it is the "come into my parlor said the spider to the fly" approach.
lslam is the peaceful neighbor and it is also OSAMA BIN LADEN. When 9-11 happened the
taquiyyah approach was to say, “that was extremists that is not us.” But, because we are kafir we can be
lied to. But, also notice they did not CONDEMN the actions because they could not condemn another
Muslim. That is forbidden. However, they could lie to you, a kafir and say they condemn it. See, how
twisted this gets. We have many Muslims now in high government positions that were not there 10 years
thanks to a jihadding Muslim president who foolish and ignorant Christians think he is one of them
because he said he is and he would never lie to us kafir.
Finally, dhimmitude is all around us. Especially the beginning aspects. lt is the public
apprehension to speak truthfully about lslam. It is newspapers scared to print cartoons offensive to
Muslims. It is universities afraid to teach the whole truth of lslam. It is textbook companies slanting the
truth for lslam and against Christianity, printing tens of pages glorifying Islam and 2 paragraphs about The
Spanish Inquisition of Christianity. It is not calling a war against lslam what it is but, instead, calling it a
war on terror. And the list goes on. lslam is not primarily a religion. lt is an aggressive, militant, totally
subjugating, crushing, harmful political system of Sharia law that takes no prisoners. lslam will not stop
until every kafir is converted or dead. PERIOD!

